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ABSTRACT

Industrial relations are an important part of business organization, providing broad social benefits. However, ethics in industrial relationships can become a problem. In Scandinavia and Switzerland, various types of business organizations, chambers of industry and commerce, chambers of commerce, and employers’ associations are joined. Further research is needed due to the wide scope of the topic and lack of systematic literature review. This study aims to identify broadly the keywords of industrial relations and findings that are relevant to current conditions. This research is meant to contribute to future research. This research method uses a bibliometric analysis approach using the VOSviewer application and a search for research articles using the Publish or Perish (PoP) application from 2013-2023 with a total of 200 articles and explains in detail the 10 most cited articles. The research results are submitted in the form of co-authorship, co-occurrence, citations, and keywords related to industrial relations, namely university-industry collaboration, digitalization, industry 4.0, innovation, and others.
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Introduction

In a business organization, an employer plays an important role in solving the problem in a sustainable manner (Ehnert et al., 2016). Basically, good management is an intermediary between the leadership of the organization and each manager. As a good manager, you must be required to know the policy plans, activities, work programs and business plans of an organization or company based on circumstances, expectations, desires as the target (Asyraini, 2022). The involvement between employers and workers in industrial relations provides broad social benefits (Zwickl et al., 2016). Therefore, work organization is a field that is studied academically (Richards, 2022). However, this becomes a problem if problems regarding humanity occur, for example, one of the things is ethics in an industrial relationship (Budd, 2018).

In contrast to the past 20 years, industrial relations have received greater attention due to the complexity of the relationship between workers, employers and the government regarding economic, political, social and cultural issues (Marnisah, 2019). No country can progress without a system of industrial relations. This is interrelated in the field of employment (Nasution et al., 2015). As in Scandinavia and Switzerland, various types of business organizations or associations, chambers of industry and commerce, chambers of commerce, and employers’ associations are joined, this shows the existence of various involvements between business actors (Schroeder, 2013). Human resources are an important asset for the organization, because their roles and functions cannot be replaced by other resources and of course they must always be oriented towards the vision and mission of the organization. To achieve its vision and mission, human resources in an organization must have characteristics such as motivation, attitude, self-concept, knowledge and expertise (Bestri, 2022).

The current competitive conditions are increasingly competitive. This requires companies or organizations to be able to improve employee performance in achieving increased productivity in quality and quantity, so that they can compete with other companies and even be able to be above other companies. Human resources or employees play an important role in achieving goals for a company or organization (Nurhasanah, 2022). Organizational culture is also the most important support in improving employee performance, where it can be assessed if an employee when working whether they feel comfortable or not doing their job if the organizational culture created is very bad. Organizational culture has an influence on employee performance where employee performance increases if the organizational culture is well created. A high level of discipline reflects the amount of responsibility employees have for the tasks assigned (Sapitri, 2022). Even though theoretically and practically, many academics have conducted research on the topic of industrial relations, due to the wide scope of the topic and the lack of systematic literature review and bibliography that has been conducted requires further research on the topic. Reflecting on various types of research on industrial relations, this article aims to contribute by identifying industrial relations topics bibliographically using bibliometric analysis in the last 10 years from 2013-2023. It will describe as a whole the network of co-authorship, co-occurrence, and citations on industry relations and the latest developments along with their relevance to related topics.


**Literature review**

**Definition of industrial relations**

Industrial relations are defined as activities that promote harmony between workers, employers and the government so that peace in work activities (Industrial Peace) and business goes well (Marnisah, 2019). Factors that affect industrial relations are the situation within the company, in this case workers and employers, then the company’s external parties, namely the government as the party that makes regulations and policies (Thaib & Nofrial, 2019). Meanwhile according to (Zulkarnaen, 2018) industrial relations are aspects that directly and indirectly concern the economy, politics, social and culture involving actors in production, namely workers and employers and the party that bridges regulations and permits, namely the government. Harmonious industrial relations can advance business enterprises and the wheels of the economy. Indicators that make this happen include (a) the certainty of a company complying with laws and regulations, (b) the existence of adequate and safe facilities and infrastructure, (c) the existence of a mechanism for production organization (Thaib & Nofrial, 2019).

Industrial society is a pluralistic and developing society which contains groups of people, communities and institutions or institutions that are interconnected but have different views and attitudes. Environmental influences from each party usually shape their attitudes and actions. Industrial society has necessities of life which often become its reference in the form of wages and working time (Idris, 2018). In institutions there is the term industrial organization which is the main element in industrial society for the progress of the industrial wheel (Naqvi et al., 2016).

**Methods**

In this research framework, a three (3) step method is used, starting from determining the subject keywords, selecting the article database, then bibliometric analysis. The steps used in more detail will be explained as follows:
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**Figure 1. Research Method Model**

**Determining keyword subjects**

A study requires a focus on research subjects by focusing on research questions and those related to them so that research objectives can be properly directed (Kotamena et al., 2020). So the researcher chose the keyword "industrial relations" which allows it to be connected with other keywords in the research that has been done. In addition to this, it intends to limit keywords to industrial relations but does not close itself to related keywords and the latest findings.

**Select article data base**

The database taken by the researchers was selected from the Google Scholar website with the help of the Publish or Perish (PoP) software application with a total of 200 research articles with international reputations. Typing in PoP uses the keyword "industrial relations" with the amount of research journal time from 2013-2023 which means the past 10 years. Then the downloaded results of the 200 research articles were stored in RIS format for further processing in bibliometric analysis using VOSviewer software.
Bibliometric analysis

In these 2 decades, researchers have tried to develop a variety of applications for bibliographic analysis and visualization of science (Cobo et al., 2011). Bibliometric analysis is used to explain this research in the form of practical co-authorship, co-occurrence, and citations to describe network forms that will be presented using the VOSviewer application (Sharifi, 2020). The VOSviewer complete mapping the rest can also visualize bibliographic coupling, and co-citation (Van Eck & Waltman, 2020). Then in this citation will be presented the top 10 research articles that are widely cited so that there is a continuation and development of past research (Purwanto et al., 2021).

Results

Co-Authorship

Figure 2. Network Visualization of Co-Authorship Metadata (Pairs)

Figure 2 visualizes the identified co-authorship in the form of a paired visualization network. As has been raised, there are 3 different colors indicating the existence of 3 clusters with a total of 11 items of author’s names that are connected to one another. Judging from the size of the circle of each pair of authors, it shows that the number of research articles written by the names of the authors regarding industrial relations is relatively the same and not much different because the size of the circle is not too large or vice versa.

Figure 3. Network Visualization of Co-Authorship Metadata (Overall)
Figure 3 shows that many networks are disconnected from one another, even though there are lots of circles that form their own bonds. This shows that the names of the authors who researched on industrial relations that have been analyzed form their own networks and are not related to the names of other authors as before. This shows that the co-authorship here is a network visualization that includes both those who are networked and those who are not on the topic under study, namely industrial relations. This overall co-authorship explains that there are 184 clusters, 492 items, and 462 networks in it, where the most clusters have 11 items covering the names of the authors.

**Co-Occurrence**

![Network Visualization of Co-Accurance Metadata (Keywords)](image)

What appears in Figure 4 above visualizes a network of keywords related to industrial relations and their relationship with other topics that have developed a lot in this research. This co-occurrence has 24 scattered clusters with 384 total items which means a very wide range of research on industrial relations and topics related to it. This shows that the theme of industrial relations has developed so that the appearance of these keywords is not visible in the image compared to other keywords.

![Overlay Visualization of Co-occurrence Metadata (Keywords)](image)

Figure 5. Overlay Visualization of Co-occurrence Metadata (Keywords)
In Figure 5, the overlay visualization becomes what is displayed regarding the industrial relations keywords by identifying co-occurrence during the research time span that has been analyzed. Fortunately, the dark blue cluster means that the research was conducted in 2013 until the color changes and shifts to the right which shows a lighter color, namely yellow, which means that the research was carried out in 2018. The brighter a keyword in the visualization above, the research recently researched by the authors, whereas the darker the color of the keyword cluster means the longer a keyword or topic has been researched.

![Image of visualization]

**Figure 6.** Density Visualization of Co-occurrence Metadata (Keywords)

Figure 6 as described above is a description of the co-occurrence with density visualization on keywords that are intended to describe the density of keywords in a study that has been analyzed bibliographically. The yellow color of the keywords scattered in the picture is an indication that research on these words has been carried out by researchers. The brighter yellow a keyword is and the wider the distribution of the color, the more research has been done on that keyword. Keywords that at a certain point turn red, the research on these keywords is getting bigger and a lot has been done by previous researchers.

**Citation**

The following citation analysis is a collection of information about the most cited research articles and has the largest network of articles that have been downloaded using PoP. The names of the authors of the articles were taken from the top 10 articles in the citation besides the names of authors with fewer citations and networks which are also not ruled out in future research. His main contribution is to unravel the latest topics and findings regarding industrial relations. For more details on the 10 research articles, they are presented in detail in table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Publication Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journals</th>
<th>Cites</th>
<th>Publishers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Michael Lieder and Amir Rashid</td>
<td>Towards circular economy implementation: a comprehensive review in the context of the manufacturing industry</td>
<td>Science Direct (Elsevier)</td>
<td>2271</td>
<td>Journal of Cleaner Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Lucas Santos Dalenogare,</td>
<td>The expected contribution of Industry</td>
<td>Science Direct (Elsevier)</td>
<td>1575</td>
<td>International Journal of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As ordered in table 1 if the top 10 research articles are selected from the most cited. Ranking 1 most follows research by Daron Acemoglu from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Pascual Restrepo from Boston University. These authors have published their articles since June 6, 2020 and have been cited a lot, namely 2953 times. The title of the research is "Robots and Jobs: Evidence from US Labor Markets" which discusses the effects of the use of industrial robots in the US labor market, where their results find that the areas exposed to the use of robots after 1990 are no different from before.

Rank 2 is occupied by research articles that have been widely cited with a total of 2271 where the respective authors are Michael Lieder and Amir Rashid who both come from KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Brinellvägen, Sweden. Their writing has been published since March 1, 2016 by the Journal of Cleaner Production. The title of this study is "Towards circular economy implementation: a comprehensive review in the context of the manufacturing industry”. This research discusses the circular economy (CE) framework, which in one aspect is an economic benefit that requires collaboration with stakeholders for industrial relations to make it happen on a large scale.

Then in 3rd place are research articles done by Lucas Santos Dalenogare, Guilherme Brittes Benitez, and Alejandro German Frank from the Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil and Néstor Fabián Ayala from the Grenoble Institute of Technology (INPG), France. The author of this article has been cited 1575 times which was published in October 2018. Where the title of this research is "The expected contribution of Industry 4.0 technologies for industrial performance” whose results show that Industry 4.0 is helping industrial performance compared to conventional technology in an industrial context that runs in Brazil. Then the research articles ranked 4 to 10 were successively carried out by (Camisón & Villar-López, 2014), (Oztemel & Gursev, 2020), (Ivanov et al., 2019), (Ankrah & Omar, 2015), (Dustmann et al., 2014), (Rajapathirana & Hui, 2018), (Love & Roper, 2015).

Discussion

The study of industrial relations is indeed very broad, so it is open to research efforts on related topics and other contextual dimensions. As with industrial relations, today the use of robots in the business sector is something that is practiced and continues to be developed, for example how the effects of industrial robots on the US labor
market are increasing with negative side effects, not only the conveniences that are obtained. However, it is calculated that if one robot compared to a thousand workers can reduce the ratio of the proportion and wages to 0.42 percent as well as employment to the population of 0.2 percent (Acemoglu & Restrepo, 2020). In Germany there are labor market institutions that are managed specifically so that the country after the economic recession has led the country to become the economic superstar it is today (Dustmann et al., 2014).

Then due to the effects of industrialization, the circular economy (CE) concept was formed to solve the problem of waste piles, scarce resources, and controlling the economy for benefits by jointly using it in strategic implementation with an integrated bottom-up and top-down approach so that ideas regarding CE can be relevant and there is motivation for further research (Lieder & Rashid, 2016). The application of industry 4.0 demands new technology. Not only the ability of the workforce, but the use of conventional technology can hamper industrial performance whose expectations are not as expected. This can be seen how Brazil as a developing country needs to utilize industrial technology 4.0 for higher industrial performance efforts both horizontally and vertically (Dalenogare et al., 2018). As the control of robots and digital systems that are widely used have defeated machines and completely replaced the technological infrastructure used for the production process. This dominance triggers the manufacturing community to increasingly use digital, smart cities and information communication networks (Oztémel & Gursev, 2020). Supply chain (SC) risk analysis is carried out what efforts can industry 4.0 and digitization contribute to it so that in the future there will be developments for the transition to cyber-physical SC (Ivanov et al., 2019).

On the other hand, industrial relations between various parties require organizational innovation as well as technology, such as the Spanish industry, that if organizational innovation is carried out, the ability to innovate in technology can create high company performance (Camisón & Villar-López, 2014). This innovation also has an impact on progress for the management and performance of insurance companies in Sri Lanka besides virtual life and full of risks regarding insurance (Rajapathirana & Hui, 2018). Adoption of business models is necessary in dealing with problems that hinder growth in the industry (Shaws, 2020). The findings also show the need to focus on internal and external problems of the ecosystem in making efforts to innovate, export and grow SMEs in the industrial sector (Love & Roper, 2015). In industrial relations, it has also been discussed regarding the theory of UIC or university-industry collaboration which is useful in increasing innovation by means of exchanging knowledge that has been identified by researchers consisting of 5 aspects namely motivation, Formation Phase, Organizational Forms, Operational Phase Actives, and Outcome (Ankrah & Omar, 2015).

Conclusion
The definition of industrial relations presents several parties directly involved in the production process (workers and employers) and indirect parties as regulators (government) who work together to create harmony in business activities. A bibliometric analysis of 200 research articles over the last 10 years using PoP and VOSviewer downloaded from Google Scholar shows that the topic is so broad and wide that the keyword industrial relations is connected with other keywords and even research on these keywords is rarely carried out compared to the word another connected key. As shown in the bibliometric identification of co-authorship, co-occurrence, and citation that industrial relations, industrial relations academy, industrial relations journals, literature, and surveys are keywords that have been researched. The rest of the keywords relate to other related dimensions such as university-industry collaboration, digitalization, industry 4.0, innovation, and other dimensions. Most of the research on research keywords was carried out in the 2016 timeframe as in the visualization of the expanse that was previously stated.

This research has several drawbacks because it only uses data sources from Google Scholar. Therefore, future researchers can combine it with other journal sites such as paid Web of Science or others. In addition, of the 200 journals that have been analyzed bibliometrically, a thorough detailed explanation cannot be carried out, so they only rely on the top 10 articles that are most cited. Future researchers are advised to add to the analysis of articles for literature reviews so that new findings can be known by researchers as information for further research and practitioners as research knowledge or practice in business activities in the future.
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